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Legal Anywhere Announces Integration with Worldox
Now, lawyers can easily share documents and collaborate
securely with outside parties to a matter directly from Worldox.

Lake Oswego, OR –November 8, 2013—Legal Anywhere--Today, Legal Anywhere announces a
partnership and product integration with Worldox. Legal Anywhere Collaborator is a secure extranet
designed specifically to accommodate all of a law firm’s collaboration needs; from basic secure file
transfer to more sophisticated collaboration sites such as deal rooms or litigation repositories with
customized workflow.
The integration between Worldox and Legal Anywhere, the leading law firm extranet system, makes it
easy for lawyers to collaborate efficiently and securely with both internal and external participants. This
integration allows Worldox users to quickly select documents within Worldox and securely share them
with clients and other external participants on the Legal Anywhere extranet portal.
Currently, many small and mid-sized law firms share all information regarding a Case through email or
through less secure and rudimentary file sharing options. With Legal Anywhere, law firms are able to offer
clients secure access to their information by logging into the firm’s Legal Anywhere extranet site, which is
completely customized to match the firm’s web presence and branding .“This new integration will be very
beneficial to our clients. We are very pleased with the support and customer care that we have seen from
Legal Anywhere as reported by our mutual clients. Our Clients will greatly benefit from this new product
integration by allowing them to better share and collaborate work product with their customers”, Said Ray
Zwiefelhofer, President World Software Corporation.
Legal Anywhere is hosted within a dedicated, very secure data center and offers more security than
generic file sharing services that are hosted on the ‘cloud’. Each firm’s data is stored separately from
other law firms’ data and maintained in separate databases. Legal Anywhere also offers firms full
security control over documents from full editing rights to view only—which provides the firm with the
option of disabling certain users’ ability to print, download, copy or save files. Version control, audit trails,
reporting, search tools, calendaring, client workflow and metadata scrubbing are just a few of the unique
features of Legal Anywhere. Visit www.legalanywhere.com for more information.

###

About: Legal Anywhere started in 1999, offering the first commercially developed extranet system for
law firms. Legal Anywhere continues to be developed by lawyers and for lawyers making it the favored
collaboration tool for law firms and corporate legal departments worldwide. For more information please
visit www.legalanywhere.com
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